The deletion channel is known to be a notoriously difficult channel to design error-correction codes for. In spite of this difficulty, there are some beautiful code constructions which give some intuition about the channel and about what good deletion codes look like. In this tutorial we will take a look at some of them. This document is a transcript of my talk at the coding theory reading group on some interesting works on deletion channel. It is not intended to be an exhaustive survey of works on deletion channel, but more as a tutorial to some of the important and cute ideas in this area. For a comprehensive survey, we refer the reader to the cited sources and the following papers and surveys [8, 10, 12] .
Introduction
Deletion channel is one of the most fundamental of the channels, and is still not well understood. Here the decoder receives the message 1010 and needs to recover the original message. This corresponds to a single deletion, either in position 3 or 4. We cannot say what position the deletion occurred.
In relation to our favourite erasure channel, where such a single error might look like:
Here, we know what positions the erasure happened. The deletion channel is in fact a strictly worse channel, as we can convert the erasure channel output into a deletion channel output, by simply removing all the 'e' symbols from the output. We will also see that it has connections to our second favourite channel the Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) channel.
Capacity of Deletion Channel
We define a binary deletion channel, BDC with deletion rate α, where each symbol in input x n can get deleted with probability α. This definition has similarities with the BEC and BSC, but that's where the similarity ends. Surprisingly unlike BEC and BSC, we know quite less about BDC.
1. We still do not know the capacity of the BDC channel. One reason is that BDC is not really a discrete memoryless channel (DMC). For a DMC, you should be able to write:
We cannot write the same for deletion channels, one reason: as the output does not have "length" n, and is in fact a random variable. Shannon theory gives us a nice characterization for the capacity of DMCs:
But, without this nice expression, finding the capacity is a much more difficult task.
2. We can of course get some bounds on the deletion channel capacity. For example: we know that binary erasure channel is strictly better than the BDC. Thus:
This has been an open problem since quite some time now, but there has been some recent progress on this, which I will briefly talk about.
Most of the results are a part of the survey by Mitzmacher [10] . Kalai, Mitzenmacher, and Sudan [7] showed that when α → 0 the capacity is almost equal to the BSC. Best known capacity lower bounds I am aware of are [5] : 0.11(1 − α) . Recently, improved capacity upper bounds were obtained by Cheraghchi [4] which state that:
for α ≥ 0.5, where Φ is the golden ratio. For those of you who are interested, they essentially find capacity bounds for a channel known as Poisson repeat channel (the number of times each symbol is repeated is a Poisson random variable), which are then ported over for deletion channel as a special case.
This is mainly to give a sense of how difficult the deletion channel analysis is, and how little we really know about it. Typically, not knowing the capacity directly translates to not knowing good codes. But, surprisingly we know some nice code constructions in specific cases, which we will discuss next.
Deletion channel is also related to the insertion channel, or the indel channel, where both insertions and deletions happen, or general edit distance channels: indels + substitutions/reversals. A better understanding of the deletion channel is useful not just for communication, but for the problem of denoising, which is quite common (say when we type things and miss a character).
Adversarial deletion error
We spoke about "Shannon-type" random deletion error capacity. But, for majority of the talk, we will mainly talk about the adversarial error, where when we say e errors, we mean at max e symbols are deleted. In this context let us define an e-deletion error correction code. For example:
Thus the descendant balls need not be of the same sizes unlike the Hamming balls we are familiar with. And this will lead to some interesting scenarios as we will see. In fact we can analyze the size of 1-deletion balls:
For example: u 7 = 0010111 has 4 runs in total 00, 1, 0, 111. Thus, |D 1 (u 7 )| = 4. It is easy to see why this is true: Any deletion in a run essentially leads to the same n − 1 length sequence in the descendant ball.
Definition 2 We call a subset
We will mainly deal with e = 1 during the talk.
Repetition coding
Lets start with the simplest of the 1-deletion correction codes you can think of: "repetition codes". We repeat every symbol 2 times. Is that sufficient? Let us say, we observe some symbol an odd number of times, then we know that a symbol was deleted in that runs of 0's or 1's. Note that, we still cannot figure out the location of the deletion, but can figure out what was deleted.
This idea can in fact be extended to correct e deletions by repeating every symbol e + 1 times. But, this is quite bad: For correcting 1 error, our communication rate is 0.5. Still better that the BSC case, where we had to repeat things 3 times.
Cool! Can we do better? We will next look at a cool class of codes known as the VT-codes; or the Varshamov-Tenengolts code. But before doing let's look at a puzzle.
A puzzle
I believe the puzzle has some connection with VT-codes, might help with the understanding; but if not, it is a cool simple puzzle! So lets say, Mary is the Queen of the seven kingdoms, and she had ordered 100 big barrels filled with gold coins, where each coin has a weight of 10gm. But, she knows from her secret agency that one of the barrels contains counterfeit coins weighing only 9gm. She has an electric weighing scale which she can use; so the question is:
How can she determine which barrel contains the counterfeit coins with a single measurement
The solution is simple: she takes j coins from the j th barrel and places them on the electronic weighing scale. Now if the weight is less that expected by r grams, then it is the r th barrel which is counterfeit! We will come back to this puzzle :)
VT-codes
Allright! We are all set to define VT-codes.
Some historical context on these codes: These codes were first proposed as error correction codes for 1-bit Z-channel error! Which means essentially 1 → 0, but not the other way round. Z-channel errors are known as asymmetric bit-flips. Varshamov and Tenengolts proposed these codes in 1965 [14] , and then Levenshtein discovered that these codes in fact work well also for the deletion channel as well!
Z-channel correction
So before we look into 1 deletion correction, let us see how they can correct one Z-channel error, i.e. one of the 1's can flip to a 0.
Letx n be the received symbol: then we can still compute:
In case, there is a 1 → 0 flip at position j, then S = j. Thus, we can correct the Z-channel error! Here is where the similarity with the puzzle can be seen.
VT-codes decoding
We are all set to discuss the decoding for deletion channel:
1. First of all, note that if it is only a deletion channel, then "error detection" comes for free from the length of the code, unlike the bit-flipping error 2. Let y n−1 be the received erroneous codeword after 1 deletion. Define:
3. Let p be the position at which deletion occurred, as in x p was deleted. Let L 0 , L 1 be the counts of 1,0 to the left of position p. and R 0 , R 1 be the counts to the right. In that case: S = R 1 if x p = 0 and
Thus, as R 1 < w + 1, if S ≤ w, 0 is deleted at a position with R 1 1's to its right, otherwise, 1 is deleted such that there are L 0 = S − w − 1 zeros to its left.
4. Note that we can thus uniquely determine the x n sequence, but we cannot determine the exact location of the deletion here, as it can be any 0 or 1 in the run we identified. This beautiful decoding algorithm was given by Levenshtein in his 1965 work [8] . Also most of the things which I will talk are from the survey by Sloane [12] .
VT-codes rate
As the VT-codes are combinatorial, we can get exact formulae for their sizes. Exact combinatorial formulate can be found in [12] . Here are few interesting things:
As every x n ∈ F n 1 lies in exactly one of V T a (n) sets:
This leads to the lemma.
2. It can be in fact shown that a = 0 leads to the largest code size, and a = 1 the smallest size.
3. For n = 2 q − 1, all the VT-code sizes are in fact equal to 2 n n+1 .
Optimality of VT-codes
We say a e-error correction code is "optimal" if it has the smallest size amongst all e-error correction codes. Let us analyze the "optimality" of VT-codes.
1. Levenshtein [8] showed that, optimal 1-deletion correction codes have asymptotic sizes ≈ 2 n n . This makes VT-codes asymptotically optimal.
2. People have not been able to prove that VT-codes are optimal non-asymptotically. Finding the "optimal" 1-deletion code is a NP-hard problem, as it involves finding the independent set on the graph where vertices are connected if they lead to the same deletion descendants [12] . But for n ≤ 8 it is known that they are optimal, using computer programs. Sizes of these codes are:
1, 2, 2, 4, 6, 10, 16, 30
For higher n due to the exponential nature of the algorithms, we cannot say anything yet.
3. VT-codes also have the property that they are "perfect codes" [9] which implies that their descendent sets which are disjoint cover the entire 2 n−1 sized. For example:
Levenshtein showed that surprisingly, this is true for all a, which is quite cool in itself! The perfect codes analogy comes from Hamming codes being Perfect. But, unlike the Hamming distortion case, here perfect codes does not imply optimal codes? Why? For example, code {000, 111} is not perfect but is perhaps a better code that V T 0 (3), potentially there might be a larger code for larger n. Why does this happen? Because, the number of descendants are not fixed, some have 1 and some have more. 4 . Linearity: VT codes are linear until n = 4 but never after! [12] . Variants of VT-code (restrictions on VT-codes) can be made linear by considering redundancy to be √ n as against log n. Althought I am not sure how is linearity of codes useful, if the decoding is still non-linear (linear time complexity, but non-linear in nature).
Systematic Encoding
Now that we have taken a look at the linear-time decoding of VT-codes, it is a natural question to ask if there exist a nice way to encode data. This problem surprisingly remained open for more than 30 years until 1998 when Abdel-Gaffar et al. [1] provided a very convenient way of in fact "systematic encoding" of data.
1. For n = 2 q − 1, let m = 2 q − q − 1 be the number of data bits, and q are the "parity" bits. Let the data bits be b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b m , and the code-word to be formed x n in V T a (n).
2. Fill in the data except in positions 1, 2, 2 2 , 2 3 , . . . , 2 q−1 . Thus x n codeword looks like:
We can compute:
As most of the positions of x n (except x 2 j , j ∈ [0, q−1]) are decided, to obtain S = 0, we need:
We can now conveniently choose x 2 j , j ∈ [0, q − 1] as the q-bit binary expansion ofâ.
3. Note that m = 2 q − q − 1, n = 2 q − 1 for 1-deletion correction is exactly same as the rate of Hamming code. Not sure if this is a coincidence or something more!
Insertion + Deletion + Substitution codes
We looked at 1-deletion correction channels in depth. In the next part of the tutorial, we will extend this understanding to more general scenarios. The first scenario is 1 insertion instead of 1 deletion error.
General indel error codes
Levenshtein [8] 
Note that here we do not need to know s 1 , s 2 beforehand. The general proof is quite simple. Here, we will prove the simpler version of 1-insertion error, as that is sufficient to get an intuitive understanding.
1. Let us assume that C is a 1-deletion correction code. We want to show that C can correct 1-insertion errors as well.
2. Let us assume that on the contrary, there exist codewords x n , y n ∈ C such that after one insertion error in them the resulting noisy codewordsx n+1 ,ŷ n+1 are equal. Let the insertion occured at position i inx n+1 and at position j inŷ n+1 .
3. Asx n+1 =ŷ n+1 , even after deleting symbols in position i, j in bothx,ŷ, results in n − 1 vectors which are equal. However, the n − 1 length codewords are in fact 1-deletion descendants of the codewords x n , y n ∈ C. This is contradictory to the definition of deletion correction codes, as no descendants can be equal. Thus, C has to be 1-insertion correction as well.
Note that, this is more of an existential result, and efficient deletion error decoding algorithms might not translate into efficient insertion detection algorithms.
VT-codes for 1-insertion, deletion, substitution correction
Levenshtein showed the surprising fact that with a simple modification standard VT-codes can be converted into 1-insertion, deletion and substitution correction codes. The modification is as follows:
Let us try to understand whyV T a (n) work:
1. First of all, from the length of the code, we know whether there is an insertion, deletion or a substitution.
2. Recollect that deletion error correction in V T a (n) codes only depends on distinct remainders modulus (n + 1). This should still hold true if the modulus is taken m ≥ n + 1. Thus, with m = 2n + 1, 1-deletion correction still holds.
3. 1-insertion code ability was already shown from the general lemma earlier. However, using a similar remainder trick mod 2n + 1, insertions can in fact be corrected efficiently using theV T a (n) codes.
4.
The only case remaining to analyze is the 1-substitution or 1-bitflip case. Let 0 → 1 at position p ∈ [1, n] in the codeword x n resulting in the noisy codeworkx n . Clearly:
As all these S values are distinct, we can correct for 1-bitflip. Note that, this construction is not optimal just for 1-bitflip, as it essentially encodes 1 bit less than Hamming codes.
VT-codes for larger alphabet
Creating deletion codes for larger alphabets becomes a bit tricky. Of course, repetition coding still works on non-binary alphabets.
Code which does not work
When I started thinking about this problem, I came up with this code, which has a bug! Let us still take a look at it, as it gives some understanding as to the intricacies of code-design: Define β i for i ∈ [2, n] as:
Then we consider code as:
iβ i = a mod (n + 1), n j=1
x i = b mod (q)
Let us look at the argument as to why the code works, and try to find the bug! Argument: The first equation, similar to the binary VT code will tell us the position of the deletion, and the second equation tells us the value.
Why does the above argument not work. The reason is that binary VT-codes not not actually tell us the position of the deletion correctly. They can tell us in which "run" the deletion happened, and hence obtain the codeword correctly, but not the exact position.
How do we solve for that?
Code which works
This code appears in the work of Tenengolts in 1984. [13] Define α i for i ∈ [2, n] as:
Then we consider the code: 
Multiple Deletions
One would imagine that it should be possible to extend the elegant construction of VT-codes from single deletion correction to multiple deletions. However, this problem has proved to be much more difficult. There have been some recent works which extend the single deletion errors to multiple errors. Gabrys et al [6] provide an extension of the VT-codes idea to correct two deletions. There have been other recent works which provide multiple deletion correcting codes using different (non VT-code based) ideas [3] .
